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Humbly ask God to remove our shortcomings. Step 7: Humbly asked God to reThe nature of humility – which had once been so elusive,
complicated, or undesirable to us – was now clearly apparent. We no longer confuse it with humiliation, being forced
to swallow unpalatable truths. We had come to see that
our struggle with character defects and underlying conflicts
was a crucible in which our relationship with God was being further refined. A lot of what we thought we were, and
thought we couldn’t live without, was being boiled away. As
this became clearer to us, our attitudes changed profoundly. We felt a deep desire to experience God‘s will in all areas of our lives for its own sake, rather than for some limited, self defined objective. We were becoming vessels
more suited to God‘s purpose. Our capacity to experience
fulfillment in our own lives was directly tied to being more
available to God‘s will for us.
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move our shortcomings.
Tradition 7: Every S.L.A.A. group
ought to be fully self-supporting,
declining outside contributions.

Sign of Recovery 7: We allow
ourselves to work through the pain
of our low self-esteem and our
fears of abandonment and responsibility. We learn to feel comfortable in solitude.

Concept 7: The Articles of Incorporation and the By-Laws of the
Fellowship are legal instruments,
empowering the trustees to manage and conduct world service
affairs. Although the Conference

Charter is a legal document; it also
relies on tradition and the power
of the S.L.A.A. purse for final effectiveness.
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EATIN’ MEETIN’
Courage in Recovery
Saturday, August 20th
6 – 9 p.m.
St. Paul’s Lutheran Church
407 S. Saturn Ave., Clearwater, 33755
In Kinsport Hall – west end of building
ALL MEMBERS OF SLAA AND YOUR SIGNIFICANT OTHERS are invited to attend this special
event sponsored by the Tampa Bay SLAA Intergroup:
Dinner – Meeting groups are requested to coordinate which type of food item they wish to
bring to the meal. Chicken is being provided by the Tampa Bay SLAA Intergroup. Or bring
Fund Raising Auction – all SLAA members are encouraged to donate desirable items (new or
slightly used objects and handmade gifts)
Suggested Donation – $10 Come join us and no one will be turned away.

Intergroup will provide rotisserie cooked chickens. You can bring a dish to share. There are
service opportunities for giving your time by setting up, cleaning up, entertaining, helping at
the door and more.

Volunteers willing to assist in preparing for the night’s event
are asked to arrive early. Please no sooner than 5:30 p.m.
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Humbly asked God to remove
our shortcomings.
– SLAA core documents, “the 12 steps of
SLAA.“

In describing our experiences with surrender
and withdrawal, we found that it was wise not
to minimize the pain involved by painting an
unduly rosy picture of recovery. We knew that
if a prospect was really entrapped by the illness, then whatever pain she or he was currently experiencing was already worse than
anything we could describe about withdrawal.
Withdrawal as the “lesser of the two pains”
was just as effective an incentive for a prospect to stop the addiction as well as
“withdrawal – the avenue to true bliss in life!“
And it was a lot more honest.
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My ego doesn’t want to admit that I have
shortcomings. That’s part of what kept my
disease alive and active for so many years.
Through working the steps and the SLAA
program I experienced the gift of sobriety.
In sobriety, I learned to love myself enough
to admit that I have shortcomings. I don’t
have to judge or shame myself for them. I
can accept them and surrender them to
Higher Power to remove. Feeling that God
has the power to remove my character defects allows me to look at them realistically
instead of getting belligerent if someone
points them out. Before I had faith in a higher power and the twelve step process, I
would get angry whenever someone pointed out a mistake. Now I need to stop and
ask myself if what they are saying has merit. If it does, instead of beating myself up, I
ask God to remove the defective character
and do whatever I can to help. I just need to
show up every day for sobriety and surrender my shortcomings to my higher power. I
love myself enough to let my higher power
remove any shortcomings.
A State of Grace
Daily Meditations
The Seventh Step
Page 184
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The Seventh Characteristic
We use sex and emotional involvement to manipulate and control others. SLAA Core Documents,

“Characteristics of Sex and Love Addiction“

“Why do all our arguments and in sex?” was a
question my boyfriends asked often. I usually
got my way. I used emotional involvement to
control my friends if I couldn’t have sex with
them. I had to control everyone in my world or I
didn’t feel safe. I wished the world was a stage
and I could be the Director. I believed the only
way to control someone else was to manipulate
and threaten. If someone was emotionally involved, the threat of abandonment was a powerful tool. If they were a sex addict, the threat of
withholding sex would pull them over to my way
of thinking, even if I wasn’t prepared to carry
through with the threat. When I joined SLAA, I
had to start letting go of all my tools of manipulation. The phrase “let the chips fall where they
may“ helped me so much. My sponsor would
constantly remind me that what my partner was
doing was none of my business. I had to stick to
working on my own sobriety and my side of the
street. If someone let me down, I couldn’t manipulate to change the outcome. I had to look at
the reality of every situation and take care of
myself honestly.
I let go and let god. I keep the focus
on myself and my own recovery.
A State of Grace
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